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GNU Radio is a discrete time digital signal processing framework centered on a scheduler transferring data packets from one processing block to another, acquiring data in so called Source blocks and
processing until reaching Sink blocks. The data-flow is defined either in Python or C++, but the most
common usage of GNU Radio is through its graphical user interface GNU Radio Companion which allows
for graphically selecting, configuring and connecting processing blocks. As opposed to post-processing
tools such as GNU/Octave (the free opensource version of Matlab) or Python scientific libraries (Numpy,
Scipy), GNU Radio allows for interactive tuning of parameters and continuous acquisition of live radiofrequency streams for real time processing. Although with the addition of external tools (ZeroMQ data
transfer or networking capabilities through the Networking Tools) most processing can be achieved with
hardly ever writing dedicated GNU Radio blocks, sometimes a new functionality is needed that requires
becoming familiar with the Out of Tree (OOT) block architecture.
We will demonstrate in this article remote processing of the Hellschreiber digital mode generated by
a single board computer Raspberry Pi 4 running GNU Radio and collecting the data using an RTL-SDR
Digital Video Broadcast-Terrestrial (DVB-T) used as general purpose Software Defined Radio (SDR)
receiver. Indeed, because GNU Radio Companion is a Python3 code generator that does not need a
graphical interface to be executed, GNU Radio is ideally suited to run on embedded hardware including
the Raspberry Pi 4: since each processing block is allocated its own thread, the multi-core architecture of
modern processors is best used by compiling an optimized operating system, in our case GNU/Linux generated using the Buildroot framework for a consistent set of tools (cross-compilation toolchain), operating
system kernel, libraries and userspace applications optimized for the targeted processor architecture. Although GNU Radio will run on computers running Microsoft Windows, the community of developers is
working exclusively with GNU/Linux which is by far the best supported framework and most suitable
for embedded applications.

Figure 1: Wired connection between GPIO 4 of a Raspberry Pi 4 acting as emitter, and the RTL-SDR
dongle acting as receiver, through 28 dB attenuators. The Raspberry Pi output signal should not be
emitted over the air unless well characterized and filtered for spurious spectral components.
Despite the controversial nature of using the digital output of the Raspberry Pi as a radiofrequency
emitter due to the many spurious spectral components, we believe that the educational benefit in writing
the gr-rpitx GNU Radio Sink block overcomes the drawback of the poor spectral purity (Fig. 1). We
have developed a basic Raspberry Pi signal sink feeding the General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pin
with a stream of In phase and Quadrature (IQ) components in order to generate associated radiofrequency
signals. While the initial purpose was to demonstrate how a scalar network analyzer for characterizing
radiofrequency resonators and filters could be assembled with only a Raspberry Pi and a RTL-SDR
DVB-T dongle, the demonstration has extended to generating all sorts of IQ streams and emitting the
resulting signal from the Raspberry Pi GPIO. In this demonstration, the fax-like Hellschreiber digital
mode will be generated by the Raspberry Pi GPIO.
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Raspberry Pi sink block

Using a digital general purpose input/output (GPIO) pin as radiofrequency source has been initially
investigated for FM transmission by tuning the phase locked loop parameters for frequency modulated
emissions [1]. É. Courjaud (F5OEO) has extended the principle to amplitude modulation by additionally
tuning the current generated by the GPIO, and has packaged the software to a separate library: the
frequency and amplitude tuning capability means that IQ streams will readily feed such a synthesizer,
a natural output of GNU Radio signal processing capability. We include the rpitx library (https://
github.com/F5OEO/rpitx) in the GNU Radio Out of Tree framework to benefit from the available signal
processing blocks: the C++ class constructor initializes the direct memory access (DMA) and peripherals
while the “work” function called every time the scheduler feeds the processing block with a new data
packet will fill the DMA buffer [2]. Based on the https://github.com/F5OEO/rpitx/blob/master/src/
sendiq.cpp IQ streaming example, packaging a GNU Radio Sink block is a matter of complying with
the software architecture as described at https://wiki.gnuradio.org/index.php/OutOfTreeModules.
All demonstrations will rely on the 3.8 version of GNU Radio. It is worth mentioning that processing
blocks only have access to the IQ stream packets, and that the Python or C++ script connecting the
blocks to each other do not have access to the data: scheduling and processing the datastreams are two
different levels of abstractions clearly separated in GNU Radio.
The resulting block can only handle a limited bandwidth defined by the transfer rate from user space
to the DMA: we have observed continuous streaming up to about 400 kS/s, a bandwidth sufficient for
analog Wideband FM broadcast as well as some of the digital communication of Digital Radio Mondiale
(DRM) although the signal to noise ratio is insufficient for QAM modulation [2]. The data packet size
is not known and buffer filling and transfer mechanisms, e.g. circular buffers, must be considered if a
minimum number of items is needed as is the case for example for Fourier transforms. Furthermore,
callback functions allow for dynamically tuning block parameters such as carrier frequency: in our case,
changing the carrier frequency requires disabling the DMA clocking data transfer from the IQ stream
to the hardware peripheral, before enabling back with the new parameters. Since the work function
will keep on running during this reconfiguration, care must be taken to grant exclusive access (mutex
mechanism) to the DMA resource and block the work function during reconfiguration by the callback
function, complying with the general principles underlying the concurrent access to a shared resource by
multiple threads.
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Hellschreiber communication

The benefit of relying on GNU Radio to investigate a new communication protocol is illustrated with
the Hellschreiber narrowband digital communication mode. Developed in the late 1920s and used during
the second world war by the German Navy, this narrowband communication mode reminiscent of fax
communication is still used by the ham community. Developing a transceiver will rely 1/ on a step
by step channel simulation including noise and local oscillator frequency offsets to demonstrate proper
operation of the emitter and receiver (Fig. 2) and 2/ replacing the simulated channel with the grrpitx emitter and RTL-SDR receiver, one of the many sink and sources made available by GNU Radio
Companion (Fig. 3). T. Lavarenne has modified the morse generator provided by B. Duggan to generate
a sequence of bytes representing the transmitted message in Hellschreiber [3, 4] format [5]: assessing
the robustness and associated decoding block capability is best initially assessed in an ideal framework
simulated by two GNU Radio flowgraphs connected through a ZeroMQ socket, and more specifically the
non-connected (datagram-like) publish-subscribe (PUB-SUB) stream. This socket communication will
on the one hand simulate the radiofrequency communication from emitter to receiver – we shall see later
how to simulate the channel with additive noise and local oscillator frequency offsets between emitter
and receiver – and introduces how GNU Radio can efficiently communicate with external software, here
a decoder implemented in Python since ZeroMQ is available for most common languages.
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Conclusion

This article aimed at introducing various means of adding functionalities to existing processing block of
the GNU Radio framework, either as C++ block (gr-rpitx), Python block (Hellschreiber generator) or
2

Figure 2: Hellschreiber emitter generating the radiofrequency signal encoding the string defined in the
“Message Strobe” block (0). The Hellschreiber encoder is a Python script following the architecture
of GNU Radio processing blocks, demonstrating that programming in C++ is not mandatory to add
functionalities to GNU Radio. When no hardware interface limits the datarate a would be the case with
only the virtual socket sink ZeroMQ Publish (1), a Throttle (1) block is mandatory to limit the datarate
and avoid overwhelming the processing power of the host computer. When a hardware interface limits
the datarate as would be the case with the Raspberry Pi gr-rpitx output interface (2), the Throttle block
must be removed from the processing chain.

Figure 3: Hellschreiber receiver chain, here emphasizing the numerous signal sources that could feed this
processing flowchart (RTL-SDR hardware dongle, USRP SDR hardware), here emphasizing on a virtual
source as a ZeroMQ Subscribe socket (1a) allowing to interface a channel simulator (1c) to assess the
impact of noise or frequency offset between emitter and receiver. As in the case of the emitter (Fig. 2), the
lack of hardware bandwidth limiter requires the use of a Throttle block (1b). The output of this source
feeds low pass filters to reduce the datarate and get rid of unnecessary parts of the sampled spectrum,
before feeding a Symbol Synchronizer and finally a ZeroMQ output socket streaming the bits forming
the image (5). On top, the Hellschreiber Python decoding script collects the symbols and displays the
image of the transmitted message (6). This exact flowgraph would be executed on the embedded single
board computer Raspberry Pi by removing all references to graphical interfaces (4a, 4b and 4c) while
the decoding script would still be executed on the host personal computer fitted with a display since
ZeroMQ will stream over a network flawlessly.
streaming the processed output to external tools (Hellschreiber display). The object oriented structure
of GNU Radio clearly differentiates the constructor for initializing the variables, from the work function
called to process each new datablock provided by the scheduler. Once this architecture has been mastered,
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Figure 4: Simulating the channel allows for tuning parameters and observing their impact: here the
Clock Synchronizer bandwidth was on purpose lowered so that the feedback loop would be slow enough
that sampling rate convergence is observed with the tilt of the words being displayed.
adding custom functionalities is a matter of implementing the discrete time digital processing, with GNU
Radio taking care of the scheduling overhead.
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